Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda
by Becky Albertalli
When an email falls into the wrong hands, sixteen-year-old, not-so-openly gay Simon is blackmailed into playing wingman for a classmate or risk having his sexual identity revealed and the privacy of the boy he’s been emailing compromised.

If I Was Your Girl
by Meredith Russo
A newcomer to a Tennessee community hides the secret about her gender reassignment that forces her to keep potential new friends at arm’s length before meeting easygoing Grant, who captures her heart and who she fears will not accept the complicated realities of her life.

None of the Above
by I. W. Gregorio
After being elected as homecoming queen and engaging in a first sexual encounter with her boyfriend, Kristen discovers that she is intersex and possesses male chromosomes, a diagnosis that is leaked to the whole school, throwing Kristin’s entire identity into question.

Carry On: the Rise and Fall of Simon Snow
by Rainbow Rowell
Simon Snow’s final year at the Watford School of Magicks is overshadowed by a painful breakup, an overprotective mentor, a roommate’s disappearance and a plethora of monsters.
Beyond Magenta: Transgender Teens Speak Out
by Susan Kuklin
Shares insights into the teen transgender experience, tracing six individual's emotional and physical journey as it was shaped by family dynamics, living situations, and the transition each teen made during the personal journey.

Lumberjanes: Beware the Kitten Holy
by Noelle Stevenson
Best friends Jo, April, Mal, Molly, and Ripley spend a fun summer at Lumberjane scout camp where they encounter yetis, three-eyed wolves, and giant falcons while solving a mystery that holds the fate of the world in the balance.
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